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Apache Web Server
Apache is the most popular HTTP server on the Internet. It is a
robust implementation of a web server that is packed with fea-
tures and designed to be of commercial grade quality. 

Apache is highly configurable and can be extended with third
party modules. It allows you to customize responses to errors
and problems with files and CGI scripts. This latest version
2.0.47 fixes several security issues.

Webmin 1.100
Webmin is a browser based system administration tool that lets
you look after many of your systems tasks with a standard
extendable interface. Many third party modules exist to allow
more control over different tasks. 

This new version has new modules for handling IPsec VPN
configuration of FreeSWAN, User management for groups and
users within an LDAP database. It has also improved the file
manager and ssh modules so you can use a Mac OS X browser
to configure your system.

Kroupware 1.0
Kroupware is a Free Software Groupware solution which is
accessible from both MS Windows running Outlook and Linux
computers running KDE clients. 

Kroupware is written for KDE 3 and was commissioned as a
replacement for MS Exchange. It provides Email, Tasks, Calen-
dar, Contract, Notes and share resources.

Samba 3.0.0 Beta2
This is the second beta release of the Samba 3.0.0 code base.
The major new features available in this code base is the incor-
poration of Active directory support and can as a member of an
ADS realm, authenticate users using LDAP/Kerberos. Internally
the authentication system has now been rewritten.

Netscape 7.1
The Netscape 7.1 suite is based on the Mozilla 1.4 browser.
This is then combined with the Gecko runtime environment
and the Mozilla ActiveX control and plug-in. Automatic image
resizing is now included where any large image is rescaled until
it is capable of fitting on the screen. 

In the suite’s Mail and Newsgroup section it now boasts
enhanced spam detection, message views and improved filter-
ing. The suite also includes Palm synchronization and
Composer to help you create a web site.

Epiphany
Epiphany is a Gnome web browser based on the Mozilla
rendering engine. The aim is to produce a browser based on
simplicity and standards compliance. By using the simplest
interface it is a powerful bloat-free tool, without the usual
email and newsgroup readers being included. 

By being modular, Epiphany has the power to access web
features and the speed gained from a small fast core.

Wine
Wine is an open source implementation of the MS Windows
API on top of X. Wine does not require MS Windows and is
capable of running on 100 percent MS-free code. If you have
them available however, you can add in native DLL files. 

Wine is not an Emulator but can be thought of as a Windows
compatibility layer.

Nmap 3.30
Nmap (“Network Mapper”) is an open source utility for net-
work exploration or security auditing. It was designed to
rapidly scan large networks, although it works fine against sin-
gle hosts. While Nmap offers a rich set of advanced features,
you can start out as simply as “nmap -O targethost”. ■


